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The
Haagen-Dazs
Collection

Haagen-Dazs presents the two straw mi Ik
shake A frosty smooth shake so thick and rich,
vou'll probably want two straws to drink it!

Haagen-Dazs
^^

Nlv Arte
Fine Lingerie • Foundations
Swimwear • Loungewear
218 Park Avenue N.
Winter Park, FL 32789
Telephone: 647-5519

Park Avenue

116 E. New England Ave. • Winter Park • 644-1611

Solar Heated Water fit

FAIRBANKS
POLYCLEfiN
Your Complete Laundromat
Just One Block North
of Rollins Campus
SELF SERVICE
Wash And Dry
FULL SERVICE
Dry Cleaning
Wash, Dry. And Fold
Minor Alterations

OPEN 7 DfiYS
Mon.-Fri. 7am-10pm
Sat. and Sun. 7am-7pm
210 WEST FAIRBANKS
644-2684

EASTERN
GfiS fiND BEVERAGE
Just One Block North
of Rollins Campus
*

Discount Prices On Our
Large Assortment of Domestic and Imported Beer
Soda and Snacks
Daily Newspapers and Magazines
(New York Times, Wall Street Journal Orlando Sentinel)

Don't Forget To Check Oat Oar
Everyday Low Gas Prices
find Monthly Beer Specials
OPEN 7 DAYS
Sun.-Tues. 7am-12mid.
Wed.-Sat. 7am-2am
220 WEST FAIRBANKS
647-9267
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M&M INSURORS
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Winter Park, Ha. 32789
Next door to Wendy's
in the Mini Ranch Mall
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MBA

™

Vanderbilt

Consider a Masters in Business Administration
Vanderbilt University's Graduate School of Management Offers:
an opportunity to study at a prestigious
major university
a challenging two year, full time MBA
program for tomorrow's business leaders
concentrated study and practical experience in accounting, finance, marketing,
organizational behavior, operations management, and management information
systems
high starting salaries and outstanding
placement opportunities with major corporations throughout the U.S.
i scholarships for proven academic achievers

• financial assistance for students demonstrating need
• an opportunity to live and study in a thriving business, entertainment, and cultural
center of the mid-South
For information and an application write or
phone:
Office of Admission, Room 600
Owen Graduate School of
Management
Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
S (615) 322-6469

Please send me information concerning Vanderbilt's Graduate School of Management.
Name
Address.
City
Telephone (
)
Undergraduate College or University.

UHITGD
RGHT-ftLL

State.

Zip.
Graduation Date.

fififfl

PHONE 6 4 4 - 4 4 0 9
I500 W. Fairbanks Winter Park, Fla.
The Rollins Sandspur, Florida's
oldest college newspaper, was
established in 1894 with the
following editorial:
"Unassuming yet rnighty, sharp
and pointed, well-rounded yet
many sided, assidiously tenacious,
yet as gritty and tenacious as its
name implies, victorious in single
combat and therefore without
peer, wonderfully attractive and
extensive in circulation, all these
will be focused upon investigation
to be among the extraordinary
qualities of the Sandspur."
In an effort to establish a continuing dialogue within the Rollins
community, the Rollins Sandspur
promotes discussion indigenious to
the scholastic environment. Therefore, this paper encourages
students to voice their opinions or
concerns or pertinent issues in the
form of letters to the editor.
Letters will be printed on a
space-available basis. All letters
must be signed and must be
received by the Tuesday before
the paper appears. All letters
should be addressed: Editor,
Rollins Sandspur, Box 2742,
Rollins College.

CtiA
JtfCfluSttfQ
STUDENT STYLES
MEN $9-WOMEN $11
ATHLETIC TEAM MEMBERS
BOOSTER, PEP CLUBS
Redken
products

• Discount offer
not good in
conjunction
with already
reduced
specials

$1 LESS AND
10% OFF

ON ALL OTHER SERVICES
WITH TICKET STUB
OPEN EVERYDAY BUT SUNDAY
LATE ON THURSDAY

517 Park Avenue South, Winter Park
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KA Decision Released
By Beth Rapp
On Nov. 17, Dean Watkins made her decision
concerning the fate of the Kappa Alpha Order
fraternity. Her decision was based on
recommendations that the hearing panel had
made after lengthy investigation of and
discussion with the KA fraternity. Those
recommendations made by the committee and
accepted by the dean are as follows:
1. The KA fraternity will be removed from
suspension and placed on a probationary status
with the Review Board of the Campus life
Committee, to be re-evaluated in the regular

March review.
2. Meantime, the Campus Life Committee
will supervise the fraternity's performance.
3. Failure to be promoted from probationary
status in March will result in loss of group
housing.
4. Flagrant violations of community standards
will be grounds for revoking the KA charter.
5. The KA's will come before the Housing
Review Board in both '84 and '85, then on the
normal every-other-year schedule.

The following Rollins students have been
selected for membership in
Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities

Sig Ep's Sponsor Trike Race
By Jim Sober
On Saturday, December 3, Sigma Phi Epsilon
and Stroh's Beer will hold a tricycle race, with
proceeds benefitting the faculty compensation
fund. Festivities will begin at 1:00 pm on the
library lawn, and last throughout the day. Food
and drink will be sold, including 50 kegs of beer.
The Budapest String Band and Rollins' talent will
provide entertainment all afternoon. The tricycle
races will be 4-way relays around the horseshoe,
with 2 trikes racing at a time. Any group of 4
Rollins' students may sign up as a team in Beans.
Entry fee is five dollars per team, and each team
member will receive an official racing t-shirt. The
winning team will be presented with a trophy
from Stroh's. There is a 50 team limit, so register
soon.

Announced
Proposed
Temporary
Guidelines
Administration of Disciplinary Matters

for

The Bill of Student's Rights, Responsibilities and
Conduct is in the process of being rewritten. The
Dean of the College Dr. Bari Watkins, and the
Chair of the Student Hearing Board, Joe Shorin,
have proposed
the following
temporary
procedures on how disciplinary matters are to be
handled until the rewriting process is completed.

If it is decided to meet with the student, the Dean
of the College and the Chair of the Student
Hearing Board shall, afterwards, decide whether
to refer the case to the Dean of the College for
administrative action or to the Student Hearing
Board.
Upon receipt of a case, the Dean of the College is
required to inform the student of his/her right to
appear before the Student Hearing Board as an
alternative. If the student chooses not to exercise
his/her right to a hearing before the Student
Hearing Board, the Dean of the College is to take
administrative action. A student may appeal the
Dean's action to the Committee on Standards.
When the Dean of the College and the Chair ot
the Student Hearing Board decide to refer a case
to the Student Hearing Board, upon hearing the
case, the Student Hearing Board may 1) refer the
case to the Committee on Standards; or 2) act as
the primary judicial body and render a decision. If
the Student Hearing Board chooses to render a
decision on a case, it may be appealed by the
student or by the Dean of the College to the
Committee on Standards. No sanction imposeo
by the Student Hearing Board may be made more
severe by the Committee on Standards.
If a student before the Dean of the College
chooses to appear before the Student Hearing
Board as an alternative, the Chair of the Student
Hearing Board shall outline the case to all voting
Board members, who will then decide whether to
1) hear the case; 2) refer the case back to the
Dean of the College; or 3) refer the case to the
Committee on Standards, if they choose to hear
the case.

Minorities' Access To
College Declining
NEW YORK, NY (CPS) — Minority students are
having a harder time getting in and staying in
college lately because of cuts in financial aid,
and because they are forced to compete with
each other for the fewer dollars available to lowincome students, a panel of minority enrollment
experts agreed at the recent convention of the
College Board.
"We're back to where we were 20 years ago" in
assuring minorities of equal access to college,
claimed Dolores Cross of the New York Higher
Education Services Corp.
Once minority students get into college,
moreover, "many see institutions of higher
learning as hostile, alien places," added Leonard
Valverde, a Hispanic Education specialist at the
University of Texas.
Ninety percent of the Indian students enrolled
in college nationwide, for example, drop out
before finishing, added Carol Young of
Northeastern State University in Oklahoma,
which has the highest percentage of Indian
enrollment in the country.
Valverde believed minority students had a
harder time getting in and staying in college
because of "inadequate preparation" in public
high schools.
"Blacks are now pitted against Hispanics,
Indians are now pitted against other minorities"
in the competition for financial aid dollars, Cross
adds.

Discipline Guidelines

Upon notification of an incident, the Dean of the
College and the Chair of the Student Hearing
Board shall consult and choose to 1) meet with
the student; 2) refer the case to the Dean of the
College for administrative action; or 3) refer the
case to the Student Hearing Board.

Who's Who At Rollins

Dana Louise Ballinger
Lisa Jane Bassett
Nancy Lee Brown
Pamela Ann Coffman
Theresa Ann Cole
JoAllysonDay
Zachary Wayne Dunbar
Christine Stone Dutter
John Stewart Eggert
Louis Gordon Gervolino, Jr.
John William Hokkanen
William Fuller Jerome
Dean Bradley Kilbourne
Michael Evan Korens
Carolyn Joanne Mapes
Johanna Mary McCarthy
Kimberly Jane McDowell
Patricia Joan Mergo
John Roberts Morgan
Jason Christopher Opsahl
Ellen Kay Pratt
Daniel James Richards
Robin Lee Rouch
Christopher Alexander Sagastizabal
Joseph Earl Shorin, III
Sharon Teerawatananont
Vicki-Lynn C.Torres
Susan Weatherston
John Michl Wright
Joy Odette Young
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Chapel Notes
A service of remembrance observing the 20th
anniversary of the assassination of President
John F. Kennedy, will be held in the Chapel at 4
p.m., Tuesday, November 22nd. Taped excerpts
of his speeches will be heard and participants
will share their reflections over coffee in the
Narthex following the service.
The Community Thanksgiving Service
sponsored by the Winter Park Council of
Churches and Synagogues will be celebrated
Wednesday at 7:30p.m. Rabbi Rudi Adler of
Temple Ohev Shalom will be the preacher.
There will be no Sunday morning Chapel
service on Nov. 27 as the College is in recess.
Note on your calendars - the College Tree Trim
Party will begin with the Fine Arts House Holiday
Show at 6:30 p.m. Monday, Dec. 5 in the Student
Center. Join Faculty children for the celebrations
of Hanukkah and Christmas. At 7:30 the party will
move to the Library Lawn to trim the tree and sing
carols.
Tickets for the Christmas Vesper services are
now available in the Chapel Office. The
traditional candlelight carol and lessons service
for students, faculty and staff will begin at 8:30
p.m. on Sunday, December 11.

Campus Thefts Occur
By Steve Creel
Recently several bike thefts have occurred
around campus. In most cases the bikes were
secured only by inexpensive chain type locks or
were completely unlocked. The Department of
Campus Safety recommends using heavier frame
bolt locks that are more difficult to break...

Freshman Injured
By Steve Creel
Early Sunday, November 13, a Rollins
freshman was seriously injured in a fall from the
high curb behind Chase Hall. The student was
treated at a local hospital and released. Physical
Plant is studying the safety hazard and will make
recommendations concerning its remedy.
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Cover Photo Artist Presents Exhibition
The traveling exhibition of photography by
jerry Uelsmann and the sculpture of Karen Smith
Carter will be exhibited at the Maitland Art Center
from November 19 through December 29,1983.
Mr. Uelsmann gave a lecture and slide
presentation on November 19, at Rollins College
Crummer Auditorium.
Jerry Uelsmann is Graduate Research

Professor of Art at the University of Florida where
he directs a program in creative photography. He
is nationally renowned as a modern master of
combination printing. By combining two or more
negatives of familiar or recognizable subject
matter, Uelsmann subtly weaves dissimilar
elements into a visually coherent whole. Along
with the traveling exhibition of Uelsmann's work

from 1979 to 1981 will be 20 new works, some ot
which have not previously been exhibited.
Karen Smith Carter has been a working artist
locally for the past five years. Until recently, her
medium has been clay. However, this show will
be the result of her experience with a new
medium, cement.
For further information concerning gallery
hours, call Maitland Art Center, 645-2181.

SGA, John Wright Address Student Body
November 15,1983
Dear Rollins Students,
You read in a prior issue of the Sandspur the
goals and objectives your Student Government
Association (SGA) has set out to accomplish for
the 1983-84 academic year. This letter is to help
fill you in on what we have achieved so far and
what we will be working on in the future.
The Senate
The SGA has made moves to restore credibility
to the Senate with the following measures: 1)
introduction of a bill system, 2) assignment of
Senators to represent specific districts of the
campus, 3) a formal dress requirement for the
first meeting of each month, and 4) adherence to
the Robert's Rules of Order at each meeting. We
will inform you of the other plans for the future
that will help make the Senate a better
representative of the Rollins student body. Also
remember that Senate meetings are open to
anyone and we welcome your participation.
Senate Bills
Senate bills recently passed are listed below.
Copies of these bills can be obtained in the SGA
office in Carnegie.
2-1 An Act Relating to Delinquent Budget
Revisions and Allocation of Surplus Funds.
2-2 An Act Relating to the Allocation of $500 in
Surplus Funds to Purchase Symphony
Tickets for Student Body
2-3 An Act Relating to Senate Attendance
2-4 Resolution for Student Organizations to
Keep Left Over Funds at End of Year
Senatorial Districts
It is very important that you be informed about
SGA activities. One of this administration's goals
is to improve channels of communication
between the SGA and the student body. One way
of doing this is by making SGA Senators
responsible for disseminating information and
collecting feedback in certain areas of campus.
Listed below are the different districts and their
Senate representatives. If you have any questions
or need any information regarding the SGA,
please contact your representative.
Chase (Sig Ep)
Dave Morgan
Corrin (Chi-O)
Maria Quinones
Cross (Theta)
Scott Rosner
Fox (Phi Mu)
Beverly Purple
Gale (X-Club)
Todd Pittenger
Hooker (Chi Psi)
Eric Boiling
Lyman (NCM)
Murray Sales
Matthews (E.C.O.)
Jim Callan
Mayflower (Phi Delt)
Troy Kozak
Pflug (R.O.C.)
Robert Baker, Jim Sober
Pinehurst (Pinehurst)
Robert Kirby
Pugsley (Kappa)
Sue Gouda
Rollins (TKE)
Richard Burger
Strong (Alpha Phi)
Olga Viso
McKean-Basement (KA) Steve Donaldson
McKean-1 st floor
John Holloway

McKean-2nd floor
McKean-3rd floor
McKean-4th floor
Ward-1 st floor
Ward-2nd floor
Ward-3rd floor
Ward-4th floor
El izabeth-1st floor
Elizabeth-2nd floor
Elizabeth-3rd floor
Holt-1st& 2nd floors
Holt-3rd& 4th floors
Rex Beach

Doug Szabo
Pippa Boyd
Emily Whalen
Sarah Connolly
Laurin Matthews
Mary Rogers
Anne Goelet
Mike Hubbard
Mark Gabriel
Mark Berman
Debbie Matthews
Michele Krebs

Finances
The 1983-84 SGA budget has been finalized
and we are presntly in the process of assessing
campus feedback on the best ways to allocate
the surplus funds left over from last year. If you
would like to give your input on this process,
please let the SGA know by calling X2186 and
joining the Special Appropriations Task Force.
Student Center
The Student Center, under the direction of
Dana Ballinger and the Board of Directors, is
committed to having the highest quality activities
for Rollins students. These activities range from
parties and dances to lectures and coffeehouses.
The Homecoming festivities were done by the
Student Center and I think you will agree that this
year's Homecoming was a definite success! If
any group would like to have an event in
the Student Center, again, please contact the
SGA office at X2186.
AAC Conference
Rollins will be hosting, along with the
Association of American Colleges, a conference
December 6-8 on "Progressive Traditions in
Undergraduate Education." The conference will
be attended by delegations from 17
undergraduate institutions. Among these
delegations will be student representatives from
some of the participating institutions. Rollins has
asked the SGA to publicize this event to the
student body and invite any students who are
interested to participate in the conference. If you
would like more information about the
conference and/or are interested in participating,
please contact the SGA office.
Appointments
Safety Committee - Newly appointed are Robert
Kirby and Mary Rogers.
Liaison - Dean Kilbourne has been appointed as
the liasison between the College faculty
governance committees and the SGA. His
primary responsibility is to accumulate the
legisltaion these committees are considering and
inform the SGA on the issues that involve Rollins
students.
Health Center
If you are not already aware, Dr. Nancy Small,
the director of the Dubois Health Center, has
resigned. The structure for directing the Health
Center is in question right now. However, there
are two assistants presently there to administer
to your health care needs. You will be kept
informed as to further developments.

Book Swap
The SGA is presently looking into creating a
"Book Swap" for Rollins students (much like that
of UCF's) in the spring. This will help us save $$
and recycle our used books. We'll keep you
informed as to the developments on this project.
Briefing Meetings
The SGA leaders are in the process of visiting
all the Greek organizations and some of the other
clubs and organizations on campus. This is
another way to open lines of communication in
order to better represent the student body. We
look forward to meeting with all of you if we
haven't already.
Rap Sessions
The SGA will be sponsoring rap sessions in the
Beanery. There will be one held each semester
and we encourage your input at these sessons.
Please be watching for dates and times for thes
sessions.
Florida Symphony Concert
Rollins College will be holding a concert of the
Florida Symphony in April of 1984. The SGA was
requested to help fund this concert. Since
admission would be charged to students, the
SGA felt this would be in violation of the student
fees principle which states that an activity
funded by the SGA for Rollins students must be
admission free for the students. Therefore, the
Senate voted to purchase $500 worth of tickets
(using surplus finds) to distribute free of charge
to the Rollins student body. In this way the SGA
is able to help support the concert without
violating the student fees principle. The SGA is
also going to be involved with organizing and
promoting the concert. If you are interested in
helping plan this event, contact the SGA office.
Be looking for further news next spring on how to
get your free concert tickets!
Disciplinary Matters
Please see the article in this issue of Sandspur
regarding "Proposed Temporary Guidelines for
Administration of Disciplinary Matters". These
guidelines may affect you, the student, and it is
important that we all be aware of them.
In closing, if there is any way you feel your
Student Government Association can better
represent you in college affairs, please let us
know. We can be reached through the SGA office
in Carnegie at X2186 or you can contact us
individually:
John M. Wright, President; Box 2535; 647-8829
Bob Boyd, Vice President; Box 2265; X2435
Dana Ballinger, Vice President
Student Center; Box 1146; 6454208
Glenn Stambaugh,
Comptroller; Box 2445; X2343
David Morgan,
Comptroller; Box 1903; 647-0223
We are willing and anxious to help you in any way!
Sincerely,
The SGA Admin' 0 *-
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How To Read The Sandspur: Part II
by Judy Jones
Now that we have completed our fifth
issue, we expect that most readers have
become familiar with the style of the
Sandspur. Areas of confusion do remain,
however. For one thing, why don't we have
more news? Answer: because of the size
of Rollins, news travels faster than the
Sandspur issues go out. Therefore, we
have adopted a "newsmagazine" format
with extra features and entertainment
which a strictly "news" paper would have
to leave out.
The News section is just that-news,
mostly pertaining to this campus. Those
articles by strange people you've never
heard of about far-away places (other
colleges) by the mysterious "CPS" are
from the College Press Service, which
sends us a packet of news stories and
cartoons every week. We try to pick some
which may interest you, with the idea of
keeping Rollins tuned into what other
colleges are doing.
The Editorial section is for expressing
opinions. Editorials are written by one or

more members of the Editorial Board and
are agreed upon by a majority of the
members. Columns, as explained in the
October 25th issue, are opinions of regular staff members and are written by an
individual. The cartoons on this page,
again, generally represent a majority view
of the editorial board, but not neccessarily all members of the staff.
Letters to the Editor may be submitted
by anyone. We encourage submission of
letters on any topic, but these letters
must be signed, so we can verify the
author. We are happy to print letters
anonymously and your name will be kept
strictly confidential. Letters should be
typed, double-spaced and received by
5P.M. on the Tuesday one week before
the next issue is to be published (refer to
the masthead on page 3 for the next date
of publication).
Entertainment is a new section that
has come together very well. Under the
direction of Jay Werba, students submit
reviews of records, movies, concerts,
plays, books, etc. Through this section

we attempt to inform the campus of national and local events in the entertainment field.
The Features section encompasses
stories that are not objective news, yet
do not deal with the world of entertainment. Often encluded are satirical pieces
and original fiction written by students,
or stories highlighting a trip, a place, or
just about anything that might be of interest to readers of the 'spur.
Sports covers Rollins sports events.
As an added feature, profiles and interviews are often included; along with coverage of recent games.
These sections are not by any means
set in concrete; they can certainly be
altered and improved upon. From time to
time, you will see various experimental
ideas appearing in print. We need student
and faculty input, though, to keep things
fresh. Please feel free to send us copies
of the paper marked with suggestions,
along with your name and phone number
so we can call you and talk about your
ideas. If you're at Rollins, it is your paper
-help us keep it great.
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Anti-Nuclear Activists Not Junior High Students
Dear Editor
In the October 25 issue of the Sandspur, there
was an editorial entitled "Recent Anti-Nuclear
Activism Was Misguided." Peter Zies, it's author,
makes a ludicrous, unreasoned argument based
0 n the assumption that his audience is both
idealistic and uniformed about the question of
nuclear arms.
He writes that stopping Pershing production
and deployment wouldn't make for peace or stop
the Soviets from their own production of nuclear
missiles — he's either denying or ignorant of
reality in saying that this is the pro-freeze goal.
Peter Zies seems to see us as naive idealists who
haven't the slightest idea what we're talking
about. The activists' goal is to see our energies
spent on working toward peace, our tax dollars
spent on people-oriented, constructive projects
— not destructive ones. Even if one believes
deterrence is our best security, it is not hard to
see that the production of more missiles isn't
going to raise our credibility any when we already
have more than enough nuclear missies to destroy the world many times over.
He writes that, knowing the activists, just
stopping the missiles won't be enough. " I
wouldn't be surprised if they wanted them all
called back and dismantled." To drive this point
home, Peter Zies has an absurd, self-drawn
comic along with his letter which depicts an "antinuke dove" having just finished dismantling the
last nuclear missile. Headed toward her, in the
background, are four Soviet missiles. Of course
the "activists" aren't going to want to dismantle
already existing missiles without the Soviets
doing the same. With whom does Peter Zies think

Talent Show Spoiled
By Rude Behavior
This letter concerns the immature and
annoying behavior displayed by, yes-believe it or
not, college students.
On Friday night, November 11, a friend and I
decided to attend the annual greek talent show.
We have gone every year, and it has always
proved to be very entertaining. However, on this
particular Friday night, because of the rude and
crude cat calls and constant insulting remarks
flowing from the Chi Psi fraternity, we could not
even begin to appreciate all the work that the
other fraternities and sororities put into their
acts.
This display of complete immaturity was
totally uncalled for. One would think that Chi
Psi's would have a little more respect for
themselves and others, especially with faculty
present. Another unfortunate part of the evening
was when the Chi Psi's performed their act,
which seemed to show a great deal of potential
and creativity. The audience showed little respect
towards the Chi Psi's, just as they had shown the
audience. As a result the Chi Psi's act went
relatively unnoticed.
We give credit however, to a few members of
the frat who tried on several occasions to keep
the obnoxious ones quiet. It was too bad that the
extremely rude ones spoke loud enough for all of
Chi Psi.
Greek weekend is supposed to be a fun time
for all, but this kind of behavior will end up
ruining the weekends in the future. It was
embarassing to both greeks and indies alike. I
don't think that we should have to experience this
kind of behavior again; it makes us all wonder if 1
the people we are speaking of are really adults. It
would be a shame if, in the future, we had to
resort to such measures as not allowing the Chi
Psi's (or any other group displaying such
immaturity) to participate in and enjoy this
annual event.
Names withheld by request

he's dealing —junior high school students?
Indeed, his column is written on that level. He
even goes on to contradict himself in just two
more paragraphs and says, to make another one
of his insightful points, "I'm sure even the activists have realized that it is impractical to ask to
have the missiles dismantled..."
Peter Zies makes one illogical assertion after
another. He keeps trying to placate us by saying
that the United States is not going to use its
nuclear weapons and the Soviet Union knows
this. How then, as Peter Zies says they do, do our
nuclear weapons keep "Russia" (incidentally, the
Soviet Union hasn't been Russia for the last sixtyyears) from "Afghanistanizing" its neighbors.
Every point he makes is self-destructive.
He makes the outrageous statement that if one
country's missile count drops drastically, it
becomes much easier for the other to
contemplate conquest. Does Peter Zies consider
what he writes before he writes it? If the Soviets
have one hundred nuclear missiles and the
United States has ten (drastic enough, Peter?)
they're no more or less likely to launcn any Kind
of attack knowing what kind of power even one
warhead contains. All of this, however, is beside
the point since any kind of freeze would be verifiable.
This brings us to the crux of the whole matter.
Peter Zies is making an argument against the
freeze, forgetting that the freeze being sought is a
mutually verifiable one. Verification is possible.
As even Peter Zies points out, whenever detente
is further eroded it is because we found out about
supposed Soviet treaty violations.
Peter Zies asks, " . . .so why is it so important to get production of the missiles ceased"
when "at this very moment, if nuclear war started
It w o u l d . . . be the end." If we look beyond the
cold, inhuman pseudo-intellectualizing the writer
is attempting here, we allow ourselves to come to
an obvious answer. This would be a monumental
step toward a peace based on something beside
the fear of our destruction. "What are the

chances of a missile really being fired?" he asks.
Certainly, much higher than they would be if we
could do away with nuclear weapons entirely.
I would finally like to tell Peter Zies to brush up
on his facts. In order to make the point that the
United States could not "rely on its conventional
forces to hold back the Russians" (herein implying, probably unwittingly, that since the United
States coundn't beat the Soviet Union in a
conventional war, we should keep up the nuclear
arms race since at least we would all die in a nuclear war) he writes that he "thinks it was about 2
to 1 in favor of Russia." He thinks what was
about 2 to 1 in favor of Russia? If he means the
Soviet army's conventional abilities, I offer the
following. Soviet troops are plagued by alcoholsim, drug abuse, poor nutrition, meager earnings
and severe racial tensions. (U.S. News and World
Report. August 9,1982) According to the
Commander in Chief of the United States Army in
Europe, in an interview featured in the same
issue of U.S. News and World Report, during the
past twenty years, the Soviet weapons-modernization program has enabled them merely to
catch up to the United States. He continues by
saying that "our combat readiness is high, and
our equipment is excellent." The issue is,
therefore, debatable and overwhelming figures
like 2 to 1 should not be thrown around carelessly. A further bit of advice to Peter Zies. Look up
"cold war." Judging from your use of the term in
your letter, you have no idea what one is.
Peter Zies tells the activists "to calm down, relax, and become productive instead of frustrating
no one but themselves." No, I won't calm down.
Neither will the millions like me (72% of all
Americans, according to a New York TimesC.B.S poll taken just a year ago) — not when our
children have to begin their lives with death
looking over their shoulders, not when constant
fear is the price of a transient peace, and not
when all of our lives and the lives of future generations are in the hands of a few old men with
blinders on.
..
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Noel Levin
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Y E S : The History and the Future
By Jay Werba
Being one of the most respected bands of the
1970 :->. YES has always been known for their
endid musicianship, technical expertise and
in intellectual montage of lyrical subjects. Since
the bands formation in 1968, album sales have
exceeded twenJLy million, while individually and
collectively, they have been consistent winners o
mjsic awards on both sides of the Atlantic.
The golden days of YES were betweeen 1970
and 1972 when they released, in close succession
to each other, "THE YES ALBUM", "FRAGILE",
CLOSE TO THE EDGE" and the triple live L.P.
YESSONGS". These albums produced such
classics as "Roundabout", "And You And I",
/ours Is No Disgrace", Starship Trooper" and "Al 1
Good People".
YES'S Cinderella days were suddenly
dampened with the release of the meandering
L.P. TALES OF TOPOGRAPHIC OCEANS."
Inspired by Paramansa Yoganda's autobiography
of a Yogi, the double album contained only four
songs. The press had a heyday making
mincement out of YES's latest creation and Rick
Wakeman (keyboards) left under the heat of
criticism to pursue a highly successful solo
career. YES was never able to recoup their formei
qlory days after the release of Topographic
Oceans.
In 1974, with Patrick Moraz filling in for the
departed Wakeman, the band cut the album
"RELAYER". Moraz (now with the MOODY
BLUES) spent three years touring with YES. In
1977, Wakeman announced to the group that he
would like to rejoin and Moraz was gently asked
to leave.
YES re-entered the studio for the first time in
three years to record "GOING FOR THE ONE"
which spawned the pop hit "Wonderous Stories"
One year later, in 1978, they released another
album "TORMATO". In 1979, the band's three
month/fifty two city American tour included four
sell-out nights at New York's Madison Square
Garden, while their European tour in the autumn
ot 1978 reached it's climax in London with five
sell-out performances at the Empire Pool,
Wembh

Both "GOING FOR THE ONE" and
"TORMATO" went gold, and with Wakeman back
in the band, it looked as if YES were once again,
back on top. YES re-entered the studio to record a
follow up to "TORMATO", but it became obvious
that there was a lack of creative unity. While Chris
Squire, Steve Howe and Alan White (bass, guitar,
percussion) opted for a more rock-oriented
approach, Jon Anderson and Rick Wakeman were
more in favor of a whimsical, ethereal album. The
creative differences ran so deep that finally
Anderson and Wakeman both parted company
with YES.
While many thought that this would mean
certain death to YES, Howe, Squire and White
along with Trevor Horn and Geoff Downes (both
ex of THE BUGGLES) produced the moderately
successful album "DRAMA". While the album
was successful, the tour proved to be a bit more
grueling. YES fans just had a difficult time
accepting the punk, be-spectacled Trevor Horn as
an adequate replacement for Jon Anderson.
Actually, Anderson with his chrystalline vocals, is
irreplacable. Horn lost his voice several times
during the tour it became apparent that the band
had run its course as a cohesive unit. Towards the
end of 1980, one time manager, Brian Lane, made
it official that YES had disbanded.
It was just too difficult to accept YES
without Anderson and Wakeman.
Immediatley, the various members of the band
became involved in their own, seperate

jon Anderson (1) interviewed by Jay Werba

Steve Howe, now playing with Asia

endeavors. Steve Howe joined forces with John
Wetton. Carl Palmer and Geoff Downes to form
the highly commercial, uJtra-successful band
ASIA. Howe is still involved with ASIA, evidently
favoring a quick buck over musical integrety.
Jon Anderson produced two solo albulms and
collaborated with Vangelis (Chariots Of Fire,
Blade Runnei) on three others. Although
Anderson's solo ventures contained shadows of
his former creative wizardry, they just couldn't
compare to his earlier work with YES.
Rick Wakeman formed his own record lable Moon Records- and recorded an album based on
George Orwell's 1984.
Chris Squire, Alan White and original YES
keyboardist Tony Kaye collaborated to form a
band originally dubbed as CINEMA. The band
entered the studio in 1982 to record it's premier
album, but by 1983, nothing had been released.
Finally, in July of this year, the truth about
CINEMA was learned. The band needed a lead
singer and Jon Anderson volunteered his
services. With Anderson back, it seemed logical
to revert back to band's original name, YES. After
a three year hiatus, YES was finally back together
On November 10,1983, the new YES album
"90125" hit the record stores. This is Jon

Rick Wakeman, former Yes keyboardist
Anderson's first album with the group since 1978,
his last effort being "TORMATO". The only
person in the line-up who has never played with
YES is guitarist Trevor Rabin who is replacing
Steve Howe.
"90125" takes some getting used to. It's still
YES, but it's a more commercial sound that is
totally new. Each of the songs, with the exception
of one, is under five minutes. This is a radical
change from the old YES when the songs were,
on the average, nine minutes long. Still,
Anderson's soaring vocals are as clear as ever,
Alan White is more percussive then before and
Chris Squire's bass continues to thunder.
Steve Howe, as I am sure Trevor Rabin knows,
is a hard act to follow. Perhaps the most
refreshing thing about YES's newest member is
that he doesn't try to emulate Howe's style. Rabin
is a veteran heavy metal guitarist who has his
own individual style and his heavy metal
influence runs rampant throughout his many
solos. He provides the missing link that has
eluded YES for many years - the raw essence of
rock and roll.
The most dissappointing aspect of "90125" is
Tony Kaye's piano and synth work. Kaye was
unimpressive as YES's keyboardist between 1968
and 1970 and he is just as unimpressive in 1983.
True, he was the original YES keyboardist, but
Rick Wakeman will always be known as YES's
premier keyboardist. I can't think of another
keyboardist in the business who has as much
talent as the beer guzzling Wakeman. As
Anderson mentioned to me in an interview last
year, "eventually, Rick will join us again." We can
only hope.
But on the whole, the new album is quite good.
The mixing and recording is the cleanest in years
rivaling the Eddie Offord mixing of the earlv
seventies. The beat is much more basic in
comparison to the old YES, but all of the key
ingredients are still intact: harmonious vocals,
rnythmic unity and a clear direction in the songs.
The band has gotten back to the basics with a
simpler, more direct approach.
While all of the songs are pop oriented, only
one is, what I would consider, too commercial.
The song "Hold On" sounds like a cross-breed
between ASIA and BOSTON. However, every
other song on the L.P. is YES through and
through.
YES is back, more basic and commercial
perhaps, but they're back. Quite honestly, this is
an emotional high for me. No feeling in the world
can compare to walking into a record store and
purchasing a brand new YES album that I haven't
heard for at least one hundred times. I can only
hope that YES will continue to provide new and
innovative entertainment for years to come.
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The Alarm Goes off
At first glance, The Alarm is an anomaly in
both sound and look. They've been described as
across between Bob Dylan and the Clash, and
when they hit the stage with fringe jackets and
electric shock hair, somehow their acoustic
auitars don't seem to fit in with the image.
Hmmm.. • what's going on here?
That's what a lot of us at the U-2 show in
\ Orlando last June were wondering. Hardly
anyone had heard of The Alarm, let alone heard
their music, but they were opening up for U-2.
Opening acts are usually something to put up
with until the main band comes on, so like many
others there, I was wandering around and
I thinking about going to get another Coke, not
paying much attention to what was going on on
• the stage.
Then the band walked on and started into
"Marching On". What's that guy got - a
harmonica - and an acoustic guitar? And the
lyrics... "There's a young boy standing there,
staring at the World. You know he can't control
his anger, you can see it in his e y e s . . . "
Needless to say, everybody forgot about getting
another drink.
It was the first time I had ever seen an opening
act that nobody had heard of actually get a crowd
going. People were dancing, clapping, actually
listening to the music and the lyrics. Even my
little brother, who goes to Van Halen and Journey
concerts, liked them.
After the concert I went around to record
stores, but couldn'd find the album. "Whaddaya
mean it hasn't been released in America yet?" I
| yelled at one record store employee, "These guys
are great!" Well, somebody else must have like
them, too, because their self-titled EP just came
out a few months ago. The five songs on the
record are all good examples of simple back to
the basics music, with intelligent lyrics. Their
clean sound is created using electrified acoustic
guitars, after they experimented with other types
of guitars and found that they worked best. Mike
Peter's harmonica complements the guitars well,
and it makes you wonder why more groups don't
use it more often.
For some strange reason, a song that they did
in concert did not make it onto the album.
Hopefully, "Going out in a Blaze of Glory" will
appear on the band's next release.
The Alarm gained a good following on their
tour with U-2. Part of the reason for that is the
group's idealistic view. Peters said in a recent
interview, "We try to keep up the spirit that we
had the first day we got our guitars, and we try to
play as if it was our first-ever gig."

A new Era begins in downtown Winter Park.

, T

The

Man

Who

Came

To Dinner

Opening At Annie Russell Theatre
The Annie Russell Theatre will open Kaufman
and Hart's classic 1939 comedy hit, "The Man
Who Came To Dinner" on Friday, December 2.
Performances continue Saturday, December 2
and Wednesday through Saturday, December 7 to
10; at 8;00p.m. with a 2:00p.m. matinee on
Saturday, December 10.
The fun of The Man Who Came To Dinner is
that Kaufman and Hart imagined a situation in
which a nice, middle-class American family had
been flattered when the great man, stopping in
their town one day for a lecture, had accepted
their invitation to dinner. But Whiteside not only
came to dinner, he stays. He falls as he is about
to leave, breaks a hip and can't be moved,
according to physicians.
Accordingly he takes over the Stanley family's
household and proves to be a monstrously
selfish and uncharming guest. With ever
increasing petulance and bullying, he infests

their home with secretaries, famous actors and
actresses, radio engineers, cockroach colonies
and performs his celebrated Christmas
broadcase for Cream of Mush, surrounded by six
choir boys.
In this production, Rollins theatre professor Dr.
Robert O. Juergens (Whiteside) will be seen as
this dinner guest, a man full of what ordinarily is
called temperment when applied to genius, and a
dirty disposition when applied to ordinary
mortals.
Anything but a one-character play (there are 37
in the cast, including those choir boys), the
mischievous comedy is peopled by some the
maddest eccentrics yet.
Dr. Charles Rodgers makes his Annie Russell
Theatre debut directing the large cast.
Tickets may be reserved by calling the Annie
Russell Theatre box office at 646-2145 from 1:00
to 5:00 p.m. daily.

Stevie Nicks Performs Magic
by Dave Sarney
I've been seriously trying to avoid writing this
article. For some reason the words just are not
flowing the way they usually do. I have thought
over, pondered, and relieved those hours I spent
sitting on a cheap folding chair at the sold-out
.akeland Civic Center, and to be honest, I'm still
not sure what went down.
The traffic on I-4 was bumper to bumper almost
all the way from Orlando to Lakeland, parking
was almost impossible and the lines at the door
just weren't moving. Despite all my efforts, I still
only made it in time for Joe Walsh's last three
numbers.
As I stumbled through the dark to my seat, the
ex-Eagle dove headlong into a bone crunching
version of "Rocky Mountain Way," a hard driving
west coast blues tune with liberal doses of very
loud slide guitar. Walsh heaven. Each earsplitting riff made me regret not having hired the
A-Team to get me to the concert on time.
Everyone present seemed to be enjoying the
show, including Walsh himself, who between
tunes, announced his candidacy for the office of
President. Why not? Everyone else is running.
'Life's Been Good," and "All Night Long"
followed in rapid succession, and with the last
note still feeding back through the amps, Joe
Walsh disappeared into the night.
The house lights came up, and as the roadies
began putting up the stage like a swarm of windup mice, I tried to prepare myself for what lay
ahead. I had been told more than once tnat Stevie
Nicks had the power to change peoples' lives.
"Nonsense," I thought, "nobody is that good,
besides this is only a rock concert. What could
possibly happen that would change my life
now?"

It is at this point that my mind becomes a little
fuzzy. When the house lights faded, and the
music began, I had the strangest feeling I began
to feel that something very strong had gripped
the audience. It was Stevie Nicks. I could go on at
this point to tell you what songs she played, I
could tell you how well her band played, and so
on. But that is not important. What is significant
is that from the first note to the last, she had the
audience in the palm of her hand.
The woman is surely a goddess; I never saw
her feet touch the ground once. She seemed to
float softly about the stage. Her voice drifted
about the hall with some unearthly texture. I
pinched myself several times; I was sure that I
was dreaming. The crowd was so awestruck that,
after several numbers, they just forgot to clap.
Her intensity flowed over the audience like lava,
freezing us, like those citzens of old Pompeii, in
our moment of rapture.
The show was well produced; Stevie left
nothing to chance (she did make one unplanned
trip into the audience though, due more to nearsightedness of eyes, than nearsightedness of
planning). Her back up band was first class all
the way. Led by veteran session man Waddy
Wachtel on guitar, and Billy Joel's drummer,
Liberty DeVitto, Stevie's band played like men
and women possessed.
I don't remember the concert ending, it just
sort of drifted off into a haze. My mind didn't clear
until I was stuck back in traffic. I wasn't the same
anymore, something in me had indeed changed,
though I'm still not certain what it was. Perhaps I
was just feeling the effects that an ordinary
mortal feels when he has witnessed the
performance of a superlative entertainer.

College Night/Tuesdays
Imports $1.00 • Draft Specials
SCHOOL I.D. REQUIRED

Quality Used Records & Cassettes

BUY-SELL-TRADE
Everything from current to collectibles
We sell guitars on consignment

629-1113

Beer • Wine 5andwiches

834-6300
HOURS:
MON.-THUR. 11-12
FRI. & SAT. 11-2

Weekly Dart Tournaments
Happy Hour 4:30-6:30
Mr. Stiff • Dec. 2 & 3
The Mix - Dec. 9&10
HIGHWAY 17-92 & CANDACE DR., FERN PARK
* * *
FREE DRAFT WITH THIS AD

i W. Fairbanks at Park Avenue, Winter Park
\
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Female Impersonation: Such A Drag!

America's Favorite Drag Queen — Tootsie
by Frida Layy
It begins with a bunch of mixed up
transvestites in any of thousands of gay clubs
across the country; it ends on Broadway with a
hit show doing record sales; it is the longunrecognized art of Temale-impersonation. On
August 24,1983, La Cage aux Folles opened to
rave reviews and sell-out crowds. Since then
the drag-show has gone from closetted
gay-entertainment to national recognition as
a skillful and complex form of artistry.
To begin with we'll examine the basic dragqueen, a wretched little being doing her own
thing on the fog-covered dance floors of gay bars
and discoteques. She (impersonators refer to
each other as female) is probably a transvestite
(wears the garments of the opposite sex), likely a
drug addict, and guaranteed to be a nervous
wreck. This is where it all begins and ends.
Performers get their starts here, struggle here,
and most often die here. It's not a kind business.
The competition is rough and unfair —
"screaming queens" looking for attention, lonely
transexuals looking for acceptance, and
talentless dabblers looking for a quick buck. All
of them crowd the drag-scene, making work
scarce for the serious performer. Most workers in
the business are gay, but not all, (about 10-20%
are not) and pay is laughably low compared to
very high expenses. To the truly gifted and unique
performers, however, the payoff is immeasurable.
Frame of mind is the key to success for the
female-impersonator. "A drag-queen who takes
herself seriously is pathetic," is an old,
appropriate adage of the field. The performer who
believes her(him)self a woman cannot survive
this area of entertainment. It is the one who looks
upon his work as a short-lived, glorious farce that
moves onto better than smoke-filled dance halls.
Working extensively in the field, I've found
numerous queens who are completely hopeless.
These are the dabblers and the transexuals;
especially the transexuals! Dabblers usually only
last a couple of months. The transexual however,
uses impersonation for social gains, and honey,
these bitches have problems! In my ever divine
opinion, if it walks, talks, eats, sleeps, looks, and
breathes like a woman, regardless of any...
appendage, it is by God, a woman! So in the
sense of competition, these off-balance phoneys
should stay out of this business; tis unfair for a
woman to call herself a female impersonator.
Leave that stuff to Julie Andrews, girls.
Anyways, the drag-business is not a nice place
to work, at least in the initial levels. Once in a
while however, there is/are one or two aspiring
queen(s) who have a charisma above that of the

common, mixed-up transvestite. They filter into
three different paths: Discouragement — the
field is rough, often they become bartenders,
accountants, and anything else that is safe and
sure. The other two are professional drag queens
and female impersonators. After months or years
of low-prize talent contests, freebies, guest
spots, and God only knows how many "casting
couches", the truly gifted (or gimmicked)
performer will be recognized by someone in the
community with power and be on her (his) way to
local stardom and prominence in the gaycommunity.
This may all change thanks to the rising
success of La Cage aux Folles. Both drag-queens
and impersonators present the illusion of being
women: appearance, mannerisms, dress, and
motion are all duplicated with stunning realism.
The difference is this; queens portray nameless
women whereas impersonators recreate
celebrities. Both professions portray vocal
quality (in the case of singers) by lip-synching to
respective records. Since "La Cage's..."
success, these gifted performers may have the
opportunity to be seen outside the community.
The Southeast circuit rumor has it that Tequilla
Sunrise, once a regular at Southern Nights (a gayclub), has been offered a role in "La Cage...".
However, as with any other field, rumors come
and go rapid-fire with female-impersonators.
From small dance floors (like Southern Nights)
to well-known, respected nightclubs (like the
Parliament House) is the next step. It's here that
the performer either earns a substantial name or
stops dead and regresses to common dragqueen. In continuous progress, the talented
impersonator will be offered work in cities around
the regional circuit (the Southeast circuit
includes Atlanta, Daytona, Ft. Lauderdale, Key
West, New Orleans, Orlando, Miami, and
Pensacola-sometimes Mobile), often going on
tour which is paid for by a sponsor, usually the
home-club or a wealthy gay-citizen. True
advancement lies in the performer's raw talent —
can he/she rise to become a femaleimpressionist, like artists Jim Bailey and Curt
Russel? Other than a 400-lb. transvestite named
"Divine" (star of Polyesther and Outrageous! and
soloist on the album Jungle Jezebel), I'm not
aware of any drag-queens to gain national
recognition. The female impressionist goes a
step byond the impersonator; she incorporates
complete mimicry of the celebrity, including
vocal aspets. In becoming an impressionist (the
most difficult step), the performer can move on to
national tours of nightclubs, the impersonation
meccas being New York, New Orleans, Chicago,

San Francisco, and Minneapolis. Only two
performers in the U.S. have reached this type of
prominence with international recognition.Yhey
are Jim Bailey, known for impressions of Judy
Garland and BarbraStreisnad, and Curt Russel,
known for his Bette Midler, Peggy Lee, and Carol
Channing. However other high plateaus can be
reached. Many celebrities including Cher, Grace
Jones, and Bette Midler hire femaleimpersonators to enrich their act.
Now, with the phenominal success of La Cage
aux Folles (a musical celebrating the dragqueen), female-impersonation is reaching out
past gay-bars and nightclubs and into lifestyles
all across the country. The album to the musical
is currently outselling any other cast album
including the once best-seller, Cats. Likewise, in
larger cities (than Orlando), the femaleimpersonator has made her way onto television,
in newsbroadcasts, sitcoms, cable movies and
specials. With this increased hype and exposure,
female-impersonation is destined to be
a no-longer strictly gay form of entertainment but
rather a bawdy, gut-busting art that appeals to
heterosexuals as well as homosexuals. Now that
I have talked your ears off on this drag of a
subject, I'll give my faithful readers a gift. For
those of you who can elude your homophobia
and want to experience this risque' yet evertasteful entertainment, below is a list of
Orlando's available impersonation spots.
However, as the drag-hype has not reached our
fair city yet, it remains in gay nightclubs. Be
aware that at all of these places the minimum
age is 19, and that the majority of the audience is
made up of gay men.

ROCK UPDATE
Neal Schon
Neal Schon of Journey is reportedly
considering an offer to portray Mike Bloomfield
in a movie about the late guitarist to be filmed
next year.
The Kinks
The Kinks have been forced to cancel their
American tour due to Dave Davies, who is
suffering from exhaustion. Some, however, say
Davis' problems could be more serious, rooted in
depression over the commercial failure of his last
album, "Chosen People," and other, personal
matters.
Rick Springfield
Rick Springfield has been named in a $12.5
million lawsuit filed by his manager of the past 8
years, who was abruptly dismissed by Springfield
earlier this month.
^ ^
Sammy Hagar
Sammy Hagar's next album will mark a reunion]
for him with producer Ted Templeman, who
'
worked with Hagar when he was a member of
Montrose. Recording is scheduled to begin early
next year. Hagar, meanwhile, has just recorded a
song for the soundtrack of the movie,
"Footloose," with producer Sandy Pearlman in
San Francisco.
B-52's
The B-52's Fred Schneider, is at work on his
first solo album, Due out in early 1984. Guest
vocalists will include the band's Kate Pierson
and Patti La Belle.
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Satire
Winter Term Course A ddendum
MORAL MAJORITY CRITICISM: Purging The Library
Pre-Req: Modern Puritan Writers
Text: Are you kidding?

We will examine Satan's influence on a variety of writers — especially Flannery O'Connor Graham
Greene, and Ozzy Osborne — m an effort to answer some of the following questions: What sort of prose
style does Satan seem most at home with? Does Satan's influence necessarily limit a writer's audience?
mat possesses these writers to write the way they do? Who in hell do they think they are?
We will read some of these novels and short stories backwards in an effort to find hidden or
subliminal meanings. "Revelation" (a short story by O'Connor) spelled backwards, for instance is
"Noitalever."
Means for Evaluation: Participation in In-class and out-of-class book burnings. The one at mid-term may
include texts from other classes; texts from art classes are preferred, not required; especially texts that
have filthy pictures of NAKED WOMEN! Especially TOTALLY NAKED WOMEN!!!
NON-ETHNIC MILITANT MASCULINIST POETS: WRITING AS "MEN'S WORK"
Pre-Req: Tall White Men Writers
Text: Shut th' Hell Up!: Backlash Poetry for and about Men

A close reading of some of this nation's better insensitive poets, with special attention given to
blatant sexism (especially in sonnets), racism (in odes), and chauvinism (in heroic couplets).
There will be some consciousness lowering activities on topics such as bullying, manhandling, good
ol' boys, and feminine rhyme.
Means for Evaluation: The creation of insulting but imaginative epithets for the nagging wives of such
great non-ethnic male poets as Thomas Hardy, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, and John Milton.
E222 STALL-WALL LIT
Pre-Req: Any study of important literary movements
Text: I'll Take My Seat

This course will give students the opportunity to analyze the style and content of this school's best
"closet" writers. How much are these writers indebted to Wordsworth's theory that poetry "takes its
origin from emotion recollected in tranquility?" How valid is their claim that pants restrict the poetic
imagination? And why are they so inordinately fond of Jim Morrison?
Means for Evaluation: Participation in field trips to various rest rooms In order to examine original
manuscripts and perhaps to observe the creative process firsthand.
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Mount St. Olin
Rocks Orlando Hall
By Jane Berly

Last week, the Rollins campus was rocked by the
impending eruption of Mount St. Olin. Those of
us who are of the literary persuasion were most
concerned due, of course, to the proximity of our
holy hall to the volatile site.
The rattling of windows and movie screen
containers was so noisy that instead of listening,
students in Orlando Hall simply watched as their
English professors acted out their well-planned
lecture material. English majors were quite
fortunate to receive instruction from such
creative faculty members. Students in Dr.
Starling's Romantic literature course, for
instance, would have had no idea what work was
being discussed--the rattling was so loud-had
The Bird not come to class with an albatross
hanging about his neck.
Meanwhile, in "Greek and Roman Masterpieces,"
Dr. Nordstrom chose to hold class due southeast
of the regularly scheduled meeting place, at the
site of the recently risen and then heaving Mount
Olin. Before a crowd of two credulous students,
he, there on the Mount, single-handedly reenacted the Myth of Sisyphus.
Back inside the building, Drs., Phelan and
Cohen, having lately returned to their offices aftei
a dehydrating basketball workout, feared they
would die of thirst. It was impossible to drink
from either of Orlando's two fountains, for water
spurted everywhere but into their mouths each
time Olin burped.
And within the confines of Room 206, Ms.
West's creative writing class became precisely
that: no student could hold his pen steady
enough to produce uncreative characters.
Nearly every literary devotee, except perhaps
Miss "J.T." Tarver, became quite concerned
about the building's soundness, for it seemed
that at any second Olin would swallow the
English Department's beloved home. Miss Tarver
however, secretly prayed that she would soon
witness "The Fall of the House of Orlando," the
disappearance of which might put her one step
closer to acquiring her own office.
Although desperate attempts were made to
secure comments from the Lord of Orlando Hall,
neither Dr. Ser nor the scent of his cigar could be
located. It is conjectured, however, that he would
have analyzed the situation trimodally.
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Editorial: Basketball Fans Need Lessons In Etiquette
By David Greenberg
I have been asked by Rollins' Athletic
Director Gordie Howell to say a few
hundred choice words pertaining to the
conduct at Rollins basketball games. He
is expressing the views of the entire
department. So without further ado, I will
play Moses, in hopes of leading the
Exodus from the land of profanity and
other forms of mindless wit.
Rollins athletics has always prided
itself on not only thier stalwart teams,
but the entire student body as a whole.
When we the students attend the games,
we play an important role because we
not only provide the Tars with much
needed support, but we also are there to
represent the college, in a formidable
manner. For the most part, our conduct
has been admirable.
But for some reason, our basketball
games seem to bring out the
neanderthal nature in us. The department
realizes that we are simply showing our
support in a unique way (liberal arts
schools do like creativity), but the
situation has gotten a little out of hand.
One particular game that comes to
mind occurred last season. We do not

by Erica Staffeld
The 1983-1984 season opens for the women's
Varsity Basketball team on November 26 against
Division 1 Auburn University, at home. This game
should be the beginning of a season of
excitement and improvement for the Lady Tars.
The schedule for the women this year is probably
the toughest ever, featuring four teams from the
NCAA Division I and seven teams who are ranked
in the Top 20 in Division II.
The Lady Tars will rely on Co-Captains Mary
McDaniel and Stephanie Glance to lead the team
this year. McDaniel is a junior Center/Forward,
and led the team both in scoring, with 17.1 points
per game, and rebounding, with 10.9 per game,
last year. Also last year, she was named as a
Second Team Ail-American, All-State and First
Team Sunshine State All-Conference, among
other honors.
Glance is a sophomore point guard. She was
named last year to the Ail-American freshman
team, Tangerine Tourney All-Tournament Team,
as well as the Sunshine State Conference First
Team and Freshman Player of the Year. She was
the second leading scorer, with 13.2 points per
game.
According to McDaniel, it is her job as
Captain "to keep the team together and keep
consistency on the floor," while Glance has the
added responsibility of calling the plays and
keeping things organized and under control.
The team is a young one this year, with seven
freshmen. The returning players will provide
leadership and poise, while the freshmen will
provide depth, enthusiasm, and the on-going
development of talent. They will be playing an
aggresive, fast-breaking game, which should be
interesting to watch.
"For the first time, we're going to have depth ir
positions," says Head Coach Gloria Cosby.
"People don't realize how much the women have
improved until they come to watch. They're used
to a more relaxed style of play."
Since Crosby came to Rollins, the team has
shown an improvement each year, starting with a
1-17 record, then 11-15, and finally 16-10 last year
you can be sure the team will try to continue that
in improvement this year.

need to mention the name of the
opposition, so we'll just call them the
University of Central Florida. During halftime, a band of Rollins students decided
to display their writing talents by
carrying around a huge banner (so even
the people in the cheap seats could read
it), which said: "U.C.F. boys love fat
chicks, disco and vaseline." Understand
that this tends to tick people off, and
sure enough it did that to U.C.F. . . .
immensely. The result of this was a small
riot on the court and it was a stroke of
luck that there was only one minor injury
because of it.
Also, the language of the crowd has
been of concern. Surely, (with our
spontaneously witty, rapier-like minds)
we can think of a more appropriate way
of expressing our dissatisfaction of a
referee's call than chanting "Bull
!" repeatedly. Let's face it. It
lacks originality and it is downright
obnoxious.
Now, I am not trying to sound like your
mother, and quite honestly, I am
somewhat embarrassed to admit that I
too eniov this mindlessness at times.

However, this brings up two critical
points. First of all, I have never been
known for my taste. Secondly, Gordie
does have a valid point. He is by no
means asking us to limit ourselves to the
"Ra, ra, sis boom ba" routine, but it is his
job to display Rollins athletics in a
fashionable manner, and that includes
sanitizing our language. Sorry, kids.
As it stands now, Gordie has
confidence that we will all tone down our
act a little, hence no action has been
taken as of yet. However, (there is always
a "however"), if the conduct by we, the
students, does not change, then he the
athletic director will have to enforce
some discipline. One method that has
already been suggested is to have
security check all signs coming into the
Field House to see if they are "clean."
As for the language, Gordie is simply
hoping that we will go through a period
of self-containment (sending us to bed
without our supper would be a blessing
in disguise).
What it all boils down to is that if we
act like college students, we will be
treated like ones.

Rollins Co-Captain Stephanie Glance beats two opponents
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Soccer Team Ends Season With 6-2 Win
by Erica Staffeld
The men's soccer Tars closed out their season
on November 8 with a 6-2 drubbing of Florida
Southern. The Tars were led by Senior Scott
Winkleman's five goals. Winkleman finished as
the leading scorer with 9 goals and 2 assists, for
20 points.
Prior to this game, however, the Tars had seen
their record drop from an impressive 6-3-2 to a
just even 7-7-2. Starting with the Oct. 15 loss to
Tampa, Rollins did not win a game again until
November 1. During this time, the Tars lost 3-1 to
Erskine College in a game which fearured some
controversial referee decisions. They also lost an
exciting, fast-paced game to the Division I
University of South Florida. Rollins led 1-0 at the
half, but U.S.F. came back in the second with 2
goals within TO seconds of each other. Rollins
countered with another goal of its own, but U.S.F.
seemed to be able to produce a goal when
needed.
On October 30, the Tars travelled to U.C.F. for
what is usually the biggest game of the year.
Once again, the game was an exciting, fastpaced one, with neither team able to break down

the other's defeni.se during' regulation play, thus
forcing overtime. Although Re I
over U.C.F., it was the Knights who found the
net to pull out a 1-Q1 win. According to Coach
Dillon, "This was the typical story off the seasonwe played outstanding, defended well and
attacked well but did not get the ball in the back
of the net." Rollins outshot U.C.F. 18-10,
The team then travelledto'Jacksonville to take
on Jacksonville University. They won the game 30, thus ending five game losing streak.
On November 6, Division I powerhouse St.
Louis University came to the Sandspur Bowl with
a 12-2-2 record to face Rollins team weakened by
the flu. The Billikens capitalized on Rollins'
sickness in the second half, scoring 3 goals to
produce a 5-0 victory. This loss dropped the Tars
record to 7-7-2 and the possibility of a losing
season with one game remaining.
The game against Florida Southern marked the
last time for soccer fans to see six seniors
action. Missing from the team next season will be
goalkeeper Joe Raymond, Co-Captains Jeff Wiley
and Denny Ullo and Forwards Mike Ackermaji,
Scott Winkleman and Lester Joseph. Joseph
finished the season as the team's second leading

scorer, behind1 Vtfinklenian. • 11 h 4 goals and 3
assists for 11 points.
Looking back,, the team, may not have' done as
well as hoped for, but it was by no means a bad
season. The team- finished with a winning n
and showed they can compete with son'
best teams in the nation.
"The team played well enough to win every
game with the exception of St. Louis," said
Dillon, "but the finishing was not up to par. We
outshot Tampa and FJ.Y.-this shows we have a
quality side, but shooting is not necessarily
scoring goals/"
The Tars lost more than they had counted on
losing when Gary Koetters and Jimmy Kerner
graduated last year. Those players contributed! a
lot, taient-wise, and also in tenmsof mental, and
physical toughness. There was no field leader
this year, and no one who would stick (tackle)
someone as an example.
Dillon is looking forward to an outstanding
year next year. By then, the players will know
better what Dillon wants, and he will know them
better. There are also many good freshmen and
sophomore players that will be more mature by
next Fall.

Tar Pits
by David Greenberg
For several years now, the Roilins Athletic
Department has been trying to' raise funds for a
total renovation of the eight tennis courts that
surround two sides of Elizabeth IHatlL. Included in
the plans are new fencing, the repairing and!
building of the curbing, and the finishing of the
courts.
Through the recent generosity of a family (that
chooses to remain nameless), a donation- of
$13,000i has been made. The check will cover a
substantial portion off the cost.
Three companies placed bids for the project
and the lowest one was made by Varsity Courts
Inc., so they will do the honors. The construction
will begin December 12, and will be finished no
later than January 1.

December 10.1983, will prove to be an exciting
night of basketball at the Enyairt Field House. The
Rollins Tar Booster Club, the athletic department.
and the Captain's Council are joining with the
Park Avenue Association in presenting "Park
Avenue Association Night." At 5:30. the Lady
Tars will take on the University of Denver. The
second half of the double-header will see the
men knock heads with Urbana College. Game
time for the men is 8:00.

Just a quick reminder to the Tar Booster Club.
The next wine and cheese buffet will be held on
Monday, December 5, at the Langford Hotel at
5:30 p.m.

The Orlando Tennis and Racquet Club is
offering a special Racquetball Package to fulltime Rollins students. The fees are as follows:
$50.00 Annual Dues
$2.50 per person per court for an hour of
playing during non-prime-time hours. In other
words, you can play any time during the hours of
7am-3pm and 9pm-11pm on Mondays-Fridays
and all day Saturday and Sunday.
All fees are subject to 5% sales tax.
If you are interested, please call Terri for more
information at the Orlando Tennis and Racquet
Club, 644-5411.

Rollins Co-Captain Mary McDaniel goes up for an outside shot.

—Sports Editor's Note

Biochemistry, Graduate School Fellowships at the University of Alabama Medical Center. The Graduate
Program in Biochemistry at the University of Alabama in Birmingham invites applications from highly
qualified students interested in a Ph.D. program. Major areas of emphasis include fundamental molecular
biology, biochemistry of nucleic acids, recombinant-DNA techniques, physical biochemistry, biochemistry
of connective tissues, enzymology, X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy. All students admitted to
the program receive fellowships of $7,500 per year, plus tuition and fees. Interested students should
contact Dr. Charles E. Bugg, Chairman of the Admissions Committee, Department of Biochemistry,
University of Alabama in Birmingham, Birmingham, Alabama 35294.
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1 Pancake House
Restaurant

TO STUDENTS & FACULTY
WITH I.D.
6 A.M. -12P.M. Sun.-Thurs.
6A.M.-3A.M. Fri.&Sat.
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Keep Roc kin1 Orlando
with lEStell Ticket to Rock
RSKKIOO/TH-

WDIZ will be giving away concert tickets,
albums, cassettes, and Concert Flyaway weekends*
Simply fill out a ticket to Rock Entry Blank.
Mail it to WDIZ and listen to win.
Entry blanks are available on the back of WDIZ
bumper stickers or use blank provided here.

ROCK m/fff•

NAME
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE (

AGE
Keep Listening To WDIZ For Details
On How You Can win!??

(

MAIL T O W D I Z
2699 Lee Road Suite 470
Winter Park. FL 32789

ARNOLD ART& GRAPHICS
ARTIST SUPPLIES
Caring for the students' needs

ARNOLD

Discount with college ID

MAJOR BRANDS

• DRAFTING TABLES • AIRBRUSHES • ARCHES PAPER
• CRESCENT AAATBOARDS • STRATHMORE • BIENFANG • GRUMBACHER • ULANO • FREDRIX
WALLPAPER [
• WINSOR & NEWTON • FRAMES • EASELS • LIQUI-TEX • KOH-I-NOOR

'Pednt

ARTISTS'
SUPPLIES

894-6621

VISA'

"SERVING ORLANDO SINCE 1946"
538 NORTH BUMBY

ACROSS THE STREET FROM COLONIAL PLAZA
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APARTMENT TO SHARE:
2 bed. - 2 bath, 15 minutes
from Rollins* pool cable*
nice1 location, $195 per
month, % utilities, available Jan. 1st. male or
female, Call! Dave at
678-9951 or275-213&
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TERM PAPERS BY TELEPHONE
Dictate you r terni papers directly into our equipment from
your home. Your push button phone will enable you to
• edit fast forwardi rewind, etc. Completed work within 48
hours.. Call for1 info and instructions: Letters Unlimited Inc.
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Contact Lens Gift Certificates

' •

Bausch & Lomb 30-Day$
Extended Wear Lenses 99
Permalens 30-Day
Extended Wear Lenses $ 99
Bausch & Lomb
Regular
$
Soft Contacts 49
Free 30-day trial wearing plan o n a l contacts..
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